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The blood of the dark priest is fresh upon the stone
before you. He is cornered now, and his time draws
near as you cross the bridge leading to his temple. He
will have barricaded himself in to be sure, but the
others fell at your feet before him, and so shall he.
Room 1: The Entry
The trail of blood runs through this room, and ahead under a large door. The
muffled tones of a conversation in the room to the west can be heard from here.
Perhaps they are talking about how they will soon die...

Room 2: The Side Hall
Three minions of the Dark Priest are discussing the events that have occured. That
their Priest has returned to the temple must have been a fact they are unaware of...
otherwise, they would probably be groveling at his feet right now.

Room 3: Empty Storage Chamber
Did I say empty? I meant to say empty “with the exception of those monstrous
rats”. It’s said they are demonic rats... horrifying versions of their former selves,
an experiment gone RIGHT as the Dark Priest would have you believe.

Room 4: The Second Storage Room
Crates litter this room, begging to be opened. What lies within only the Dark
Minions know.

Room 5: The Mid-Hall
The floors of this room have fallen into the molten lava 10 feet below. Two Dark
Minions stand guard here, on alert after the quick entry of their leader. They are as
prepared as they are going to be to die at your hands.

Room 6: Former Guest’s Hall
The Dark Priest of the Argent Scale doesn’t have time for guests. In fact, it is in
this room that a trap has been set for any unwanted visitors. Largely ignored as a
useless area of the temple now, the trap was put in place to ensnare anyone who
chose to enter the temple from the lower tunnels accessible from room 8.

Room 7 and 8: Former Guest Quarters
These small rooms are no longer used as they once were. Beyond garbage, only the
trap remains to be... discovered.

Room 9: The Dark Priest
Not surprised at all by your coming, the Dark Priest [orange] is more than
prepared to face you. His three most loyal guards stand at the ready, and he
waits on the other side of the room. Between him and the door, the floor slopes
to the west, down into the lava.

He is prepared to die for this cause... are you?
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